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At a conference in Buenos Aires on Oct. 29, former Asst. Secretary of State for Interamerican Affairs,
Thomas Enders, presented what he described as a proposal for a "fundamental" solution to the
foreign debt problem faced by Argentina and other developing nations. Enders was in Buenos
Aires on invitation by the Argentine Chamber for International Relations (CARI), sponsor of the
conference. About 150 Argentine and foreign businesspersons were in attendance. The former
diplomat, who currently operates in US financial markets, said a viable strategy to make Argentina's
foreign debt obligations more manageable may be active participation in the secondhand or
secondary market. Enders explained that indebted nations could "purchase their own debt at a
discount" in transactions beneficial for creditors as well. Debt paper, he said, could be exchanged for
some type of bond. Bond earnings would accrue on the basis of interest linked to the debtor nation's
domestic growth rate. According to Enders, one of the major benefits for the debtor nation in such
transaction is that the amount of debt purchased would no longer figure in creditor bank accounts.
Next, the nominal amount of total debt will have been reduced, and thus, interest payments on
the same. Banks' interest in these operations, he said, would correspond to their evaluation of
growth prospects in the debtor nation. Growth prospects, he added, would be heightened by
strong foreign investment, which creditors could facilitate. Enders asserted that the principal
advantage of his proposal is that both creditors and debtors would "be interested in its success." A
conference participant pointed out that recently Brazil offered a similar scheme to creditor banks,
i.e., converting a large portion of its foreign debt into interest- bearing bonds. The Brazilian scheme
was rejected by the banks and the Reagan administration. Enders responded that at present it
appears that "conditions" are more propitious for realizing proposals of this nature. Moreover,
he said, the precise reasons for the failure of the Brazilian initiative remain unclear. (Basic data
from Argentine news agency DYN, 10/29/87).DEPARTMENT ********************* ARGENTINA
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